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PREMIUM PRO Analog Summing Upgrade Package (Tier 3/Highest Price Point)
Although digital audio plug-ins have improved exponentially in recent years, analog summing provides 

better dynamic range, clearer instrument separation and broader soundstage. Luckily, 
rack-mounted summing boxes offer similar benefits to large-format studio mixing consoles, at a fraction of 
the price. Our PREMIUM PRO analog summing upgrade is an elegant way to sum up to 16 mono channels 
to stereo with zero compromise in quality. This package combines the 16-channel Universal Audio Apollo 
x16 with a feature-packed Dangerous Music 2-BUS+ 16-channel summing amp. In addition to the analog 

capabilities, the Apollo x16 uses six onboard SHARC DSP chips to power a wide variety of UAD 
plug-in emulations. This puts the sound of classic hardware within reach, such as Pultec EQs and 

LA-2A and Fairchild compressors. To round off your sonic pallet, the 2-BUS+ includes onboard Harmonics, 
Paralimit and X-Former features. This complete bundle offers the definition, punch, detail and clarity of a 

large-format studio mixing board while keeping the flexibility of working in the digital domain.

6% BUNDLE SAVINGS
• Hardware Package: $7,489.84 $7,040.45

• Digital Audio Workstation Add-On: $4,792.94 $4,505.36
• Complete System: $11,545.81

PLUS PRO Analog Summing Upgrade Package (Tier 2/Middle Price Point)
Our PLUS PRO analog summing upgrade is a compact, versatile choice for any engineer who seeks 

the benefits of analog summing over eight channels with dedicated preamps. The Apollo x8p provides 
the preamps and plenty of DSP horsepower to handle demanding recording or mixing workloads. When 
combined with the eight-channel Dangerous Music D-BOX+, the result is true workflow flexibility typically 
only found on large console monitor sections. In addition, the D-BOX+ has latency-free monitoring over 

three independent monitor outputs, plus onboard Bluetooth connectivity for easy auditioning of tracks from 
smartphones. The D-BOX+ can be controlled from a smartphone or tablet with the free D-BOX+ app.

6% BUNDLE SAVINGS 
• Hardware Package: $6,033.79 $5,671.76

• Digital Audio Workstation Add-On: $4,792.94 $4,505.36
• Complete System: $10,177.13

STANDARD PRO Analog Summing Upgrade Package (Tier 1/Lowest Price Point)
Our STANDARD PRO analog summing upgrade is an ideal solution for any engineer, artist or producer 
who desires eight-channel analog summing, integrated talk-back, Bluetooth streaming and control, but 

doesn’t need more than four onboard mic preamps. This system is impeccably tailored for today’s music 
production demands. It offers all the workflow tools to create polished content from the writing, recording, 

mixing and mastering processes.

6% BUNDLE SAVINGS
• Hardware Package: $5,131.82 $4,823.91

• Digital Audio Workstation Add-On: $4,792.94 $4,505.36
• Complete System: $9,329.27

Complete system prices include $395 for turnkey workstation setup by Guitar Center Professional engineering. In addition to 
included gear, there are optional add-ons to optimize each system to your specific needs. To ensure bulletproof functionality 

and quick deployment, we also offer technical services, including system design documentation and remote login support and 
training. For add-ons and service estimates, please inquire with your Guitar Center Professional account manager or engineer.
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